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Summary Information

Repository: University of Nevada, Las Vegas. University Libraries. Special
Collections and Archives.

Creator: Yarchever, Gilbert B., 1918-2010
Contributor: Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project
Contributor: Southern Nevada Jewish Heritage Project

Title: Gilbert Yarchever oral history interviews
ID: OH-02039

Date: 2006 April 03
Date: 2006 April 07

Physical
Description:

9 Digital Files (0.318 GB) MP3, PDF/A

Language of the
Material:

English

Abstract: Oral history interviews with Gilbert Yarchever conducted
by Claytee White on April 03, 2006 and April 07, 2006 for the
Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project. Yarchever opens his
interview by discussing his childhood in Pennsylvania and what
growing up during the Depression was like. He then describes
looking for employment and the discrimination he experienced
for being Jewish. Yarchever then recalls his move to Washington,
D.C. in December of 1939 and the atmosphere of the city at the
brink of World War II. He describes his arrival in North Africa
and how he helped smuggle Jews out of Eastern Europe and into
Jerusalem for safety during the war. Yarchever talks about his
Army service and his rescue from a sinking boat in the Suez
Canal. Yarchever ends his interview with a discussion on why
he moved to Las Vegas, Nevada and his involvement in the local
community.

Preferred Citation
Gilbert Yarchever oral history interviews, 2006 April 03 and 2006 April 07. OH-02039. [Cite
format consulted: Audio recording or Transcript.] Oral History Research Center, Special
Collections and Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas,
Nevada.
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Scope and Contents Note

Oral history interviews with Gilbert Yarchever conducted by Claytee White on April 03, 2006 and
April 07, 2006 for the Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project. Yarchever opens his interview
by discussing his childhood in Pennsylvania and what growing up during the Depression was
like. He then describes looking for employment and the discrimination he experienced for being
Jewish. Yarchever then recalls his move to Washington, D.C. in December of 1939. He recalls the
atmosphere of the city at the brink of World War II and later describes how the city of D.C. reacted
to the bombing of Pearl Harbor. He describes his arrival in North Africa and how he helped
smuggle Jews out of Eastern Europe and into Jerusalem for safety during the war. He details the
mechanics of smuggling operation and the testimonies he took of some refugees. He then talks
about his military service which started when he was rescued from a sinking boat in the Suez
Canal. He then describes living in Hawaii during and after the war and how the island changed
after the war. Yarchever ends his interview with a discussion on why he moved to Las Vegas,
Nevada and his involvement in the local community. Digital audio and transcript available.

^ Return to Table of Contents

Administrative Information

Access Note
Collection is open for research. Where use copies do not exist, production of use copies is
required before access will be granted; this may delay research requests. Advanced notice is
required.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by copyrights and other rights. See  Reproductions
and Use on the UNLV Special Collections and Archives website for more information about
reproductions and permissions to publish. Some transcripts do not exist in final form, therefore
any editing marks in a transcript (deletions, additions, corrections) are to be quoted as marked.

Acquisition Note
This interview was conducted and transcribed by the Oral History Research Center (OHRC)
which is part of the UNLV University Libraries Special Collections and Archives Division.

Processing Note
Interview materials were processed by UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives in
2019. Hana Gutierrez wrote the collection description. The audio cassette(s) for this interview
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have been reformatted by an external vendor into a digital format. MP3 files of the audio are
available for research use. Access copies were created for born-digital audio and/or transcript
files.

Bound Transcript Availability
A bound transcript is available for use in UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives. See
call number: CT247 .Y37 2007

^ Return to Table of Contents

Names and Subjects

• Oral histories (document genres)
• World War, 1939-1945
• Jews
• Jewish refugees
• Las Vegas (Nev.)
• Military life
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